CLAIM FOR THE "TIKVAMAL" FEDERAL STATE !
The situation in the Middle East, is insane, and source of regular troubles.
And we, habitants of planet Earth, have others problems to solve.
To kill the hate and conflicts, between hebrews and palestinians,
would really help to solve the real problems coming soon.
Mr D. TRUMP has pushed a solution, wich seems to be already rejected.
So, why refuse this other solution: A federal state covering Israël and
Palestina, with, for as long as Humanity will survive, a hebrew king, and a
palestinian queen.
Historically, there was something like this in the old times...
Please take note: I do not intend to be king a day.
But I would like to be regent (if choosen by the hebrews) A regent can be hired
and fired. And the hebrews will have the time required, to choose a king.
My motivation? - I am getting old, and, for the last years fo my life, I would like
to be useful for something of value. And I am open-minded. (useful)
How to react to this present document?
1°) Disseminate this idea in social networks.
2°) You would claim for a federal state as described, and ask to put this claim "à
l'ordre du jour", in the Knesset, and its equal in West Bank.
What can you do more?
Every human being has two smells: The smell of his body, and the smell of his
spirit. Living actually in Brussels, I am too far, and you smell nothing.
Well, it would be a good idea I come in your two countries: Israël and Westbank.
But I am afraid -due to my ideas, and projects related to them- to be rejected
just after arrival, and sended back to Belgium by suspicious authorithies.
So, could a political party (or several political parties) invite me officialy?
Individuals could do this, but the effect woud be fewer I think.
Be the peace with you, Hebrews and palestinians
Jean-Marc LAMBERT (Omeg ALABAB)
Website: www.tikvamal.org - Rue de Brabant 248 – 1030 Brussels (Belgium)

I am sure you think, that I am crazy...
If that what you think of me, you are rigth, I am crazy no doubt
Lets' talk about the hebrews: Some of them wait the Mashia (somebody will save them of all
their problems, and give them a supremacy)
...I am not the Mashia. At sixty-tree years old, I am really to old, to began a carreer of Mashiah.
So forget this idea. But...

I would like better talk you, about the muslims.
All the muslims wait "Al Mahdi".
(At my point of view, the "Mashia" attended by the hebrews, and the "Mahdi" attended by the
muslims, could be perhaps, the same person, in fact)

And I insist, to give you a message I received.
Height or ten years ago, I was really troubled about the search of the Mahdi.
- Sunnits muslims believe that the Mahdi could be only, a normal man.
- Chiitis muslims (of Iran country) think that the Mahdi could be only a descendant of the
Prophet, with plenty of conditions unable to reach.
I thougth about all this confusion, and founded it was "un cul-de-sac", an end point.
And I feeled asleep, not in my bed, but in my lounge, before a television screen.
...And I have maded a dream.
I saw angels having to search on earth, the Mahdi attended by the muslims.
Those angels have body and wheels of birds, but the heads of human beings.
They have the duty to provide reports, to somebody who sended them.
- Some have gone in great palace, founded somebody, and noted: "Not good".
- Some have gone in little houses, founded a simple man, and noted: "Of interest".
And I waked up, recognised my lounge, and the television screen.
I was awaked. But, i heared a voice, in my brain, speaking to me in french langage.
This voice was incredibled: This voice was wise. Perfect use of my own langage.
This voice was not speaking with a tone of authorithy: This voice WAS AUTHORITHY. And I
heard this:

"And between the moment when they will be caught by the hair to be
presented, and, the one, where they will be presented, to be judged
unworthy, there will be, from time, only that of a flutter of eyelid"
So, I have understood, that somebody will be choosen in a very short time. Who? - Mistery.

Et que celui qui veut guider (les autres), qu'il se guide lui-même, ou alors
qu'il dise: 'Je ne suis qu'un avertisseur." (Holy K'ran)
===>

